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Manufacturing industries have evolved tremendously in the past decade with the 

introduction of Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D Printing. The medical device 

industry has been a leader in adapting this new technology into research and development. 3D 

printing enables medical devices and implants to become more customizable, patient specific, 

and allows for low production numbers. This study compares the mechanical and thermal 

properties of traditionally manufactured parts versus parts manufactured through 3D printing 

before and after sterilization, and the ability of an FDM printer to produce reliable, identical 

samples. It was found that molded samples and 100% infill high-resolution samples have almost 

identical changes in properties when exposed to different sterilization methods, and similar 

cooling rates. The data shown throughout this investigation confirms that manipulation of 

printing parameters can result in an object with comparable material properties to that created 

through traditional manufacturing methods. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Additive Manufacturing 

Manufacturing industries have evolved tremendously in the past decade with the 

introduction of Additive Manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D Printing. Originally, this 

technology was developed as a means to create first iterations of products. However, since the 

onset of lower price point printers, 3D printing has become a means to create end use products. 

 Currently, the additive manufacturing market for goods and services is estimated to be 

about 4 billion dollars. Wohlers Associates predicts the additive manufacturing industry will 

reach a worldwide value of over 10 billion dollars by 2020 (Wohlers 2014). 

The medical device industry has been a leader in adapting this new technology into 

research and development. 3D printing enables medical devices and implants to become more 

customizable, patient specific, and allows for low production numbers. The first recorded use of 

3D printing in medical treatment of a patient in 2005. Since then, over 14% of all additive 

manufacturing systems sold were to the medical sector; which has subsequently increased with 

the development of more specialized printers and research (Wohlers 2014). 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), the additive manufacturing technology explored in 

this study, accounts for about half of the additive manufacturing market. FDM was developed in 

the late 1980’s by the co-founder of Stratasys, Scott Crump. Stratasys had a monopoly on the 
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specific technology until the patent recently expired, causing an influx of new companies 

developing and selling FDM machines at lower price points (Stratasys 2015). 

 FDM uses plastics including polymers and composites, which account for over 80% of 

materials sales in the Additive Manufacturing industry. Primarily, amorphous thermoplastics 

such as Polylactic Acid (PLA), and Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) are used to create the 

filament material (Tymrak et al. 2014). 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is one of the most common methods of additive 

manufacturing. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical FDM machine model (Turner et al. 

2014). The raw materials are processed into a spool of filament with specified diameter based on 

printer parameters (typically 1.75mm/ 

3mm), and then fed into the nozzle 

mechanism through pinch rolling. The 

pressure exerted on the filament during 

this process typically results in small 

tooth marks, which may affect the 

quality of the final print (Agarwala et al. 

1996). As the filament melts, the solid 

portion of the feedstock serves as a piston to 

propel the melted filament through the nozzle and 

onto the print bed. The nozzle (about 200-500 µm in diameter) moves using a gantry in the X-Y 

plane, while the build surface provides motion in the Z direction. Typically these machines range 

from $1,500-$5,000, however, the development of new additive manufacturing technologies will 

continue to drive the prices down. Due to the availability of low price point FDM machines, 

Figure 1: FDM Machine Schematic                         
(Turner et al. 2014) 
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educators and hobbyists most commonly use this technology. There are also larger, industrial 

FDM machines in the range of $20,000-$50,000 (Ciurana et al. 2013). 

While FDM continues to be a popular choice, it presents unique problems not found in 

other AM technologies. Amorphous thermopolymers absorb moisture from their surrounding 

environment if not properly stored in an airtight container. The moisture vaporizes as the 

filament is pushed through the extrusion nozzle, which leads to morphological and chemical 

malformations in the final product. In addition, bubbles and bulges in the filament cause 

blockages in the nozzle (Turner 2015). 

 

Medical Device Development 

Traditionally, medical devices such as prosthetics and implants are created via metal/ plastic 

injection molding and mechanical processing such as machining, casting, and grinding. After 

manufacturing, they are coated with biocompatible coatings to increase life, minimize body 

rejection, and possible drug eluting applications (SME 2015). Although this field has become 

refined through research, there still is a need for more personalized and cheaper implants. For 

instance, a typical modular total knee replacement implant can cost a patient approximately 

$32,000, and still may need to be altered during surgery. Companies produce a finite number of 

implant types for a specific body part, and it is up to the surgeons to select the implant most 

likely to fit the patient; not necessarily guaranteeing a perfect match.  

Additive manufacturing has the potential to meet those needs through specialized software 

and medical grade 3D printers. For example, manufacturers are able to upload a CT scan onto 

proprietary software, which will then model the outer contour of the bone, and create a workable 

CAD file. Finite Element Analysis is used to select the proper materials and specific designs 
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based on the patient’s lifestyle, and specific medical history. The final product is printed, 

ultimately at a lower cost than traditional methods, due to the minimized labor force and waste 

production. 

Polylactic Acid 

Polylactic Acid (PLA) is one of the leading polymers used in the creation of medical devices. 

PLA is well regarded for it’s biodegradable and compostable components. Figure 2 depicts the 

two methods of polymerization to fabricate PLA with various molecular weights. The first 

process begins with condensation 

polymerizing lactic acid to create 

a low molecular weight, brittle, 

glassy polymer. This product is 

highly unusable for most 

applications due to impurities, 

water molecules, and the low 

concentration of reactive end-

groups. (Garlotta 2001) 

Alternatively, lactide can be 

collected, purified, and ring-open 

polymerized to directly produce 

high molecular weight PLA. The third and 

final option, lactic acid and a catalyst can 

be azeotropically dehydrated in a high-boiling, refluxing, aprotic solvent with low pressure to 

create average weight PLA (weight > 300,000 Da). 

Figure 2:  Synthesis of Polylactic Acid  
(Garlotta 2001) 
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PLA is known for it’s high-modulus, high-strength, and thermoplastic properties that 

make it an ideal material for 3D printing filament. The melting point for the material is 150-180 

°C, and glass transition temperature between 60-65°C (Natureworks 2015). Mechanically, bulk 

PLA has a Young’s Modulus of approximately 3.5 Gpa. High molecular weight PLA, such as the 

material used to create the 3D printing filament, is naturally colorless, glossy, and stiff at room 

temperature. As the plastic becomes more amorphous, it can be dissolved in chlorinated solvents, 

tetrahydrofuran, benzene, as well as many others (Garlotta 2001). 

The medical field has used PLA for medical devices before the introduction of 3D 

printing, due to its biocompatible and bio-absorbable nature. When PLA enters the body, simple 

hydrolysis of the ester backbone yields non-harmful and non-toxic compounds that can be 

processed by the body (Hamad 2015). In 1993, Dr. Bergsma and his team published work 

involving the creation of bone plates and screws for use in zygomatic fracture reconstruction 

using re- absorbable poly(L-lactide). The study found that the fractures were able to heal 

undisturbed, and encouraged bone healing around the implanted part. The degradation process 

was tracked over a time span of 3 years using hydrolytic activity markers, which lead to the 

finding that the PLA plates and screws disintegrate into crystal-like fragments of various sizes as 

patient cells proliferated. All patients exhibited localized swelling, but no reactions were severe 

enough to evoke removal of the implants (Bergsma et al. 1993).  

In addition, PLA composites were used to create scaffolds to carry rhBMP2, a 

recombinant bone morphogenic protein, to be implanted into a patient to induce bone growth. 

The PLA scaffolds were able to sufficiently hold the protein in place, resulting in deposition of a 

collagen matrix with enchondral formation within 7 days, and bone formation within two weeks 

of implantation (Chang et al. 2007). 
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Challenges of 3D Printing in Medicine 

Recent media has highlighted the great strides additive manufacturing has made within the 

medical field. However, much is left to be studied concerning the health effects of such medical 

devices compared to their traditionally manufactured counterparts. An optimal material for 

medical devices is biocompatible, and retains its mechanical properties after exposure to human 

tissue. 

Medical device legislation has also played a role in the development of such products. 

Some key topics that have been brought to question include the proprietary protection of medical 

device CAD files, and quality assurance of individual devices and implants printed. The Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) has held public workshops, such as the one in fall 2014, in order 

to provide a forum for medical device manufacturers, companies, and academic groups to 

provide input for future assessment methods and regulations. (FDA 2014) The FDA has 

approved approximately 86 3D printed medical devices on a case- by- case basis, and has 

recently approved a 3D printed prescription pill for patient consumption. While standardized 

U.S. regulations have not been formally announced, the FDA has announced plans to release 

such standards in the future. 
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Scope of Study 

In 2013, 29% of all AM systems were used to create end products; creating a need to fully 

understand the effects of this manufacturing method on the final product (Wohlers 2013). This 

study compares the mechanical and thermal properties of traditionally manufactured parts versus 

parts manufactured through 3D printed before and after sterilization, and the ability of an FDM 

printer to produce reliable, identical samples. Comparisons will be made through mechanical, 

chemical, and surface examination.  
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Chapter 2 

Materials and Methods 

Design and Fabrication 

Experimental and control samples were created using 

MakerBot Natural PLA (1.75 filament diameter) 

manufactured by NatureWorks LLC (batch number 82219).  

Manufacturer specifications state that the filament has a glass 

temperature of 60°C, a melting temperature of 150-160 °C, 

and an optimal extrusion temperature of 230 °C. The 

study was completed with a Makerbot Replicator 2x 

(Makerbot Industries, Brooklyn, USA) using Makerware version 2.4.1 (Figure 3). 3D Printed 

samples were designed using SolidWorks software using ASTM standard specifications. Once 

designed, files were exported as .STL files and sliced using MakerBot’s proprietary software, 

MakerWare. Rafts (a base of low resolution 

printed PLA) for the objects were added to 

the print to lower the risk of sample damage 

when removing them from the build plate. In 

addition, tensile samples were printed on a 

90° orientation.  

The first part of the study explored the different resolutions and infill parameters the  

Makerbot 2x hardware and software could facilitate. Samples were printed using high resolution 

Figure 3: Makerbot Replicator 2x 
Makerbot, Brooklyn USA 

Figure 4: Top: Standard resolution sample 
Bottom: High resolution sample 
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(.10 mm layer thickness), and standard resolution (.35 mm layer thickness), using the default 

10% infill, and later 100% infill.  Figure 4 shows the visible raster lines of standard and high 

resolution. Since the samples were thin, the infill parameter 

did not significantly change the appearance, weight, or 

measurements of the sample. Blocks with the dimensions 

15mm x 20mm x 20mm were also designed and printed at 

high resolution with the following infill percentages: 30, 80, 

and 100.  The Makerbot software creates a honeycomb 

structure within the object for infill values less than 100%, as 

shown in figure 5.  

Before each print, the printing bed was leveled, blue painters tape was laid down for ease of 

sample removal, and the extruder was checked for any filament interferences. 

An in-house molding process was used to mimic the traditional molding procedure used to 

create current medical devices and prosthetics. The same filament material used for 3D printing 

was used to create the samples by first mechanically altering the filament to ~20mm strips, 

increasing surface area and allowing the filament to fit into ASTM approved aluminum molds. In 

order to study the thermal properties of the printer, an additional mold was created in conjunction 

with the department machine shop with the dimensions 15mm x 20mm x 20mm.  

 The Carver heat press was first preheated to 180°C. Molds were prepared by sandwiching 

the filled molds between two pieces of Kapton 

polyimide film, which serve as an insulator and a 

means for creating flat surfaces. Once the heat press 

Figure 5: Honeycomb 
Structure 

Figure 6: Molded PLA tensile sample 
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reached operating temperature, the mold was placed onto the heated plates with no applied 

pressure for 10 minutes. After the initial melting period passed, 5 tons of pressure was placed 

onto the mold for 15 minutes. Pressure was relieved, and the mold was then removed from the 

heat press. The sandwiched mold was then placed on a cooling rack for 15 minutes, and the 

samples were then removed from the molds with care as to not damage the surfaces. Figure 6 

shows a completed, ASTM standard molded PLA tensile sample. 

Sterilization 

 Ethylene Oxide Gas 

Samples were delivered to the Stony Brook University hospital to be treated with 

ethylene oxide gas in a gas diffusion sterilizer. The sterilizer was set to 71% humidity at 55 °C. 

The cycle time for sterilization was approximately 16 hours and 40 minutes. This includes the 

time of exposure and degassing of the samples.  

 UV-A 

Samples were placed in an enclosed area approximately 16 cm under a UV-A lamp and 

left for 4 hours with an exposure of 120 microwatts/cm2.  

 Ethanol 

A bath of 70% Ethanol solution was placed under a fume hood, and samples were 

allowed to soak for 4 hours. Samples were then allowed to air dry in the hood before storage 

overnight. 
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Ethanol + UV-A 

 Samples were first placed in a bath of 70% Ethanol, allowed to soak for 4 hours. 

Immediately after, they were placed in an enclosed area approximately 16 cm under a UV-A 

lamp and left for 4 hours with an exposure of 120 microwatts/cm2. 

 

Characterization 

 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

A LEO 1550 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to analyze the surface of 

the molded and 3D printed samples with exposure to sterilization. EDAX was also used to view 

surface impurities post printing. 

 Tensile Testing 

The stress/ strain relationships of the printed and 

molded samples were compared using an Instron 5542 

materials tester machine, as shown in Figure 7. Both 

sterilized and unsterilized samples were tested, and stresses 

versus strain curves were derived. Through this data, 

Young’s Modulus was obtained.  

  

Contact Angle 

Contact angles of the sterilized printed and molded samples were recorded using a CAM 

200 Optical Contact Angle Meter. A single drop of deionized (DI) water was placed onto the 

Figure 7: Sample loaded 
onto the Instron 5542 
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surface of each sample, and the angle was determined using the optical camera software. 

Multiple readings on each sample were taken. 

Thermal Images 

A Nobel Biocare dental drill and a FLIR thermal imaging camera were used to observe 

the heat dissipation and cooling within 3D printed and molded block samples. While filming, a 

2mm surgical implant medical drill created a hole in the block sample and was then removed 

from the block while it was allowed to cool to room temperature. Printed blocks with 30%, 80% 

and 100% infill and a molded block were tested. In addition, the thermal imaging system was 

used to view the thermal properties of the MakerBot nozzle as it was extruding filament and the 

cooling of the object being printed simultaneously.     
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Surface Analysis 

Figure 8 is a Scanning Electron 

Micrograph of a cross-sectioned 3D print 

consisting of a flat surface with a 

checkerboard pattern printed directly on 

top in high resolution. This image was 

taken during a preliminary surface study 

previous to the work done with sterilized 

samples to better understand how different 

structures print. The scale on the graph is 

100 µm, taken at 120x magnification using 

the rutherford backscattering spectrometry 

detector. There are two very distinct 

patterns on the sample differing in roughness, shape, and orientation. In the base of the material, 

the material appears to be homogeneous. However, the cross-sectional cut, showed vertical 

shale-like layers, along with deformities within the base.  

The grid structure was designed on CAD software to be solid. However, in the center of 

the structure, there is a gap approximately 230 µm in length. The blue line indicates the length of 

the individual grid structure (1.60 mm), and the red line signifies the length of one “layer” of the 

structure (1.46 mm). The spaces between each individual grid structure has evidence of nano- 

Figure 8: Scanning Electron Micrograph of a flat 
3D printed surface with a checkerboard pattern 
printed on top. 
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and micro- structures not put into the original CAD design; they are considered artifacts of the 

3D print. 

 

 

Figure 9 shows the topological differences of molded samples and samples 3D printed at 

high resolution. The molded samples show minimal surface roughness at low magnification, with 

manufacturing defects presenting as waves on the sample at medium magnification. High 

magnification reveals artifacts on the surface about .5 µm in length, as well as cracking 

throughout the image. The 3D printed samples have distinct raster structures on low 

magnification ranging from approximately 100 µm to 200 µm. The medium magnification 

focused on the top of one of the rasters. The extrusion process causes the rough pattern, or 

Figure 9: (Top) Molded samples decreasing in magnification L-R                   
(Bottom) High Resolution 3D Printed samples decreasing in magnification L-R   
5KV; High, Medium, and Low Mag, respectively 
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sharkskin. When imaged on high magnification, the valleys and peaks of the sharkskin become 

more prominent and there is evidence of micro- and nano- topography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditionally molded samples were first exposed to standard sterilization methods, as 

shown in Figure 10.  The unsterilized sample has evidence of environment contamination of 

metals and other polymers (white objects on sample). The ethanol (EtOH) washes away the loose 

particles, leaving the original PLA surface mostly clean. However, small cracks were visible on 

the surface. UV treated samples were free from foreign artifacts, but appeared to have scratches 

on the surface, and a more varied topography caused by the molding process. Finally, the 

EtOH/UV treated sample showed the most dramatic physical change. It shows the more 

prominent hills and valleys consistent with a non-perfect molding system, and evidence of 

Figure 10: Molded PLA scaffolds under varying sterilizations, 1 µm scale. (a) 
unsterilized, (b) ethanol, (c) UV, (d) EtOH/UV 
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contamination. Cracks across the sample are also visible, with some small pieces peeling away 

from the sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High resolution and standard resolution samples were subjected to ethanol, UV, and 

Ethanol/UV sterilization treatments and imaged. Surface results are shown in Figure 11. All 

samples have a typical distinct printing pattern, alternating 100 and 200 µm filament raster 

Figure 11: SEM images of various printing and sterilization conditions. (L: 
Standard resolution, R: High resolution) 
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structures. The 70% ethanol treated sample appears to have printing deformities on the surface of 

the 3D printed surfaces. Both standard and high resolution samples treated with ethanol and 

ethanol/UV show deformities on the surface. 

Characterization 

Tensile Testing 

Tensile tests were conducted on both molded and printed samples exposed to different 

sterilization methods, with and without 24 hours soaking in cell media. Stress versus strain 

curves were compiled, and Young’s modulus was calculated for each condition, as shown in 

Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 3D printed PLA samples had a significantly higher Young’s modulus than their 

molded counterparts. The addition of media (to mimic an in vivo environment) yielded a lower 

Young’s modulus. Sterilization had a larger effect in the printed samples, but the Young’s 

moduli for each mode of sterilization were similar in number. 

Table 1: Young’s moduli in Megapascals; various conditions 
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Contact Angle 

Different modes of processing can lead to material properties causing altered behaviors of 

the surrounding environment. Contact angle is an important tool to help understand how 3D 

printing affects how the body will respond to printed PLA. Figure 12 summarizes a contact angle 

study done with 5 different sterilization methods molded and printed at 100% infill in standard 

and high resolution. All conditions showed the largest increase in contact angle when treated 

with ethylene oxide gas. Ethanol had that largest effect on the molded samples, bringing the 

contact angle from 58 ° to 67 °. UV treatment increased the contact angle for both the molded 

and high resolution samples, but decreased the contact angle on the standard printed samples. 

The combined ethanol and UV treatment brought the molded sample contact angle from 58° to 

65°, and increased the high resolution sample slightly from 61° to 63°. However, the treatment 

lowered the contact angle measurement of the standard samples from 75° to 65°. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12:  Contact angle data for PLA molded and printed samples under 
various conditions 
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Thermal Analysis 

	   It is important to explore the thermal properties of materials used in the human 

body, especially those that are candidates for bone replacements.  The process of 3D printing 

repeatedly heats and cools a polymer, which can change it’s crystalline structure and ultimately 

it’s material properties. By demonstrating the cooling curve of 3D printed versus molded PLA, 

we can compare processing effects. Figure 13 shows a general example of heat dispersion within 

PLA blocks after being drilled into using a professional grade dental drill. Different colors 

correspond to temperatures as per the color scale on the right hand side of each image, with 

white representing the highest intensity, and black representing the lowest. These images are 

screen shots taken from time lapse videos used to extract the data for cooling rate calculations. 

The 30% infill samples printed at high resolution, had the highest rate of heat dissipation when 

compared to the other samples. Immediately after drilling, the block’s center dropped from 150 

°C to 83 °C. The other samples displayed a lower temperature drop, decreasing from 150 °C to 

about 105 °C. Molded samples and the 100% infill high resolution samples displayed the most 

similar cooling rates. 

 

 

Figure 13: Thermal images of 30% infill high resolution block 
L- Immediately after drilling R- 1 second after drilling 
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The cooling process was recorded beginning at time 0 (immediately after drilling), to 40 

seconds for 5 conditions.  The heat dissipation rate was calculated using the slopes of each 

sample, which allow us to confirm the cooling patterns viewed through the thermal camera 

videos. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Average temperature as a function of time 
of PLA samples post-drilling 

Table 2: Cooling rates of PLA samples 
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Figure 14 and Table 2 both display the slopes as the change in temperature (degrees 

Celsius) over time (seconds). The high resolution 30% infill had the highest heat dissipation rate 

of .20 °C per second, followed by high resolution 80% infill with a rate of .18° C per second. 

The final three, 100% standard resolution, 100% high resolution, and molded samples had 

similar rates of .11, .10. and .09 °C per second, respectively.    

The thermal camera was also used to 

capture temperature profiles of the 3D printer 

nozzle, and the object printed during the 

printing process, and immediately afterwards. 

The test object was a cylinder with 

measurements of 5mm height, and a 2.5 mm 

diameter. Figure 15 shows select images from 

the video, capturing the temperature profiles 

at the beginning and end of the print. 

Temperature readings higher than 150°C 

could not be recorded because those values 

exceeded the capacity of the thermal camera. 

During extrusion, the nozzle maintained a 

steady temperature above 150°C. After 

extrusion, the PLA is cooled immediately to 

approximately 130°C, thus solidifying quickly. 

 

Figure 15:  Thermal images selected from 
the beginning and end of a sample print. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

Surface Structures 

	   The structures in Figure 8 played an important role in the initiation of this study. 

The top and bottom have distinct features, which could be the result of a difference in rate of 

convective heat loss, or the gradient temperature of the filament as it was extruded through the 

nozzle. The bottom layer shows little evidence of extrusion lines, suggesting the nozzle was at a 

higher temperature when printing. The top layer demonstrates little cohesion between the 

extruded filament. This could also be the function of the nozzle diameter. A smaller nozzle 

diameter would allow for greater detail and resolution of a sample. The nozzle opening plays an 

important role in print quality as well. A smaller nozzle diameter allows for greater resolution, 

which would decrease the visible filament lines seen in the grid portion of the print and decrease 

the amount of sharkskin produced.  

 The base of the flat layer structure is 

textured with microstructures that were not 

part of the inherent CAD design. These 

structures are very similar to the material 

phenomenon sharkskin. Sharkskin is a result 

of capillary action of the filament leaving the 

nozzle as it’s being heated and extruded. 

(Nithi-Uthai  2003) The high local stress 

Figure 16 : Sharkskin produced versus 
resolution quality. (Top: Standard, Bottom: 
High)                                                             
(Miller et al. 2004) 
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located at the tip of the nozzle results in a strong deformation of the PLA chains and a large 

tensile stress. It appears as though the nozzle is “sputtering” material due to these periods of 

stress relaxation and stress growth resulting in micro-waves on the object’s surface. Higher 

resolution objects show less evidence of the sharkskin phenomenon, as shown by Figure 16.  

When comparing 3D printed samples to molded samples, one of the most prominent 

differences is the surface texture. When a sample is molded, heat is applied to melt the material 

and create a smooth surface. When done in an industry setting, the processing is typically 

automatic, thus creating a smooth surface on the nano-scale level. However, our process 

involved a Carver heat press that requires manual application of pressure. If pressure isn’t 

applied evenly throughout the surface, or does not remain constant for the prescribed period of 

time, imperfections such as the waves seen under medium magnification can occur. The artifacts 

seen under high magnification is a result of the lab environment.  

Cracking that was present under high magnification could be a function of polymer 

cooling post- molding. If a crystalline polymer is cooled too fast, the outer crystalline layer puts 

a large amount of stress on the inner amorphous layer, causing warping and a decrease in stress-

crack resistance. Sink marks or notches on the surface are also by-products of rapid cooling.  

The 3D printed samples have a very distinct ridge (raster) pattern due to filament 

extrusion while printing. The rasters appear throughout the surface of the sample, and alternate 

between 200 um micron and 100 micron. In between these ridges is evidence of sharkskin of 

varying measurements. Upon closer magnification, 3D printed samples have different texture 

patterns on the top of the raster than the spaces in between each raster. The medium and high 

magnifications are focused on the top of one of the rasters.  
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The sterilization methods used were those already approved for medical grade 

sterilization on traditionally molded implants. As such, there should not be any significant 

changes on the surfaces after sterilization. The unsterilized sample showed a high number of 

artifacts due to the unsterilized processing environment. The treated samples showed a reduction 

in such artifacts, however, some were still visible on the surface. In addition, the surface 

cracking is more distinct on the ethanol/ UV treated samples, indicating they have grown in 

depth. The sample also began to peel due to the UV treatment immediately following the ethanol 

treatment, exacerbating the sterilization effects. Samples treated with only ethanol showed the 

smallest change in surface structure as compared to the unsterilized, with very few artifacts. 70% 

ethanol is a liquid at room temperature, and can easily clear the surface of artifacts not native to 

the material. 

All sterilization methods affected the surfaces in a very mild manner; however, none 

exhibited a drastic change in surface structure. The ethanol treatment had the most noticeable 

effect, appearing to deteriorate the print pattern on the sample surfaces. UV showed to have a 

flattening effect on the surfaces. 

In addition, for 3D printing machines to be usable in the medical field, reliability is a key 

factor. The final object must match the output file from the CAD software, which requires ease 

of information transfer between the design software and hardware of the printer. Once a CAD 

file is created, it can be imported and exported numerous times through different editing and 

slicing software before it reaches the printer. If a file is not transferred correctly due to software 

incompatibility, the output could contain defects, such as missing slices in the object or micro 

artifacts such as those found in the samples. These microstructures could be the result of such 

miscommunication. If they go unnoticed in the final print, the end product could lead to 
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complications within the patient because of a change in cell metabolic activity. The user must be 

able to control the complete output of the machine by ensuring reproducibility.  

 

Characterization 

Bond strength between the layers of materials, which is 

derived from the energy of cohesion, plays an important role in 

strength of the sample. For example, print orientation of the 

sample can change the young’s modulus of the same object. Our 

samples were printed at an orientation that created 90-degree 

angle print lines. (Figure 17) Many of the standard resolution 

samples fractured outside the acceptable area of fracture, which 

could be a result of the visible raster lines. These lines were less 

apparent on the surface of the high resolution samples, which were the most successful during 

tensile testing. Due to the higher resolution and 100% infill, the voids created by raster patterns 

decreased, diminishing the effects of print orientation.  

The 3D printed samples displayed a higher young’s modulus, suggesting 3D printing 

creates a more brittle structure than traditional molding processes. Again, this could be the 

function of printing orientation. Molded samples contain no voids, thus creating one 

homogeneous object, as opposed to an object with visible voids and raster lines. When exposed 

to media, both sample sets saw a decrease in modulus values, indicating the transition to a more 

elastic material. This is in part due to PLA’s biodegradability properties. When exposed to water 

in the media, the PLA begins to erode and become more amorphous. Within the media, there are 

Figure 17: 90-degree print 
orientation of samples 
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proteins that can attach to the cell surface, which could cause surface defects. However, there 

were no enzymes that would lead to an alteration of properties. Overall, the ethanol treatment 

caused the largest increase in moduli. 

Based on the contact angle, inferences can be made as to how the extracellular matrix and 

cells will react when exposed to 

such material. More hydrophilic 

samples have smaller contact angle 

measurements less than 90° (Figure 

18). Most materials used for 

medical purposes have low contact angles 

because the material is favorable for cell 

adherence.  Our data suggests that ethylene oxide gas treatment alters the contact angle the 

greatest. Since ethylene oxide is a gaseous treatment, there must be a period of degassing for the 

sample. This period of time can differ depending on the structure and material of material being 

sterilized. Since this is a novel processing method, there have been no previous studies 

suggesting a specified protocol for 3D printed items. Therefore, degassing time could have 

influenced the contact angle. The 70% Ethanol treatment showed a slight increase in contact 

angle, which could be the result of residual water in the pores of the printed samples, since 

ethanol has a rapid evaporation rate. UV treatment resulted in a higher contact angle in both the 

molded and high resolution samples, but a decrease in the standard resolution. UV light is known 

to cross-link polymers, which would form a more homogeneous sample than the visible porous 

structure of the standard resolution. The UV brought the contact angle of the standard resolution 

sample to an almost identical value of the control molded and high resolution samples, 

Figure 18: Contact angle effect for 
hydrophilic (left) and hydrophobic (right) 
materials 
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suggesting cross linking occurred. The combination ethanol and UV treatment lead to a contact 

angle approximately halfway between the ethanol treated samples and UV treated samples. 

 The changes in contact angle throughout the sterilization study bring up an interesting 

method of personalization for future 3D printed medical implants. If manufacturers are able to 

control hydrophobicity, and even structural changes such as crosslinking using different forms of 

standard sterilization, implants can be modified for various end uses without incurring any extra 

production costs. 

Thermal Properties 

Based on the calculated heat loss rates, the 30% infill high- resolution samples cooled the 

fastest. These values can be used to make inferences about the thermal diffusivity values and 

recrystallization of each sample. Since the infill was at a low percentage, the internal structure of 

the object may have for heat to escape more quickly than it’s 100% infill and molded 

counterparts. When inserted into a living organism, the internal structure will be occupied with 

other organic elements.  

These more dense samples have the lowest cooling rate, which is in line with the effects 

of recrystallization during traditional processing. The molded and high-resolution parts would 

play a more beneficial role in total part replacement over a longer period of time, while the 

standard printed and smaller infill percentages would be favorable for smaller implants that 

encourage native cell regeneration.  

In addition, since this was done in an open room with airflow, heat was lost due to 

convection from the air in the build environment as well as conduction to the surface below. In 

an enclosed environment, more accurate data could be extrapolated. 
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Chapter 5 

Future Work and Conclusion 

Future Work  

 Data collected from this study provided an initial overview of material properties 

as a function of processing, allowing for future experiments to continue exploring differences 

between molded and FDM 3D printed samples. Through the experiments carried out in this 

thesis, we now understand the level of sterilization and enclosed environment needed to obtain 

samples most similar to those comparable to current medical implants and devices.  

In addition to the array of tests used in this study, charpy impact testing would prove to 

be beneficial to better understand how sterilized material would function under conditions 

similar to those experienced in high impact areas of the body. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

(DSC) should be conducted to compare the phase transition temperatures of the processed 

filament compared to the bulk PLA pellets used more commonly in industry. Processing material 

as simply as extruding to form a filament, and then extruding out of a heated nozzle could affect 

crystallization and thermodynamic properties. 

The study utilized a Makerbot Replicator 2x, a basic desktop printer with relatively low-

resolution precision as compared to current advertised medical 3D printers on the market. Still, 

using this printer for further experimentation through parameter manipulation can prove to be 

useful. Current medical 3D printers use a different 3D printing technology to produce implants 

and samples, but are often far more expensive.  
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3D printing is a unique manufacturing technique due to its dependence on both hardware, 

and software to control the final print. The defects and sharkskin found on the samples must be 

investigated further to find the ultimate cause, and learn how to control these micro- and nano- 

structures. A more in depth study of the nozzle thermodynamics would give great insight on the 

effects extrusion has on the crystallization and cooling rate of the polymer. By perfecting a more 

affordable technology such as fused deposition modeling, personalized implants can become 

accessible to a greater population.  

 Conclusion 

 This study was executed to explore a novel fabrication method for medical 

devices and implants. Fused deposition modeling processing has a small impact on the tensile 

strength of an object, creating a more brittle structure. Molded samples and 100% infill high-

resolution samples have almost identical changes in properties when exposed to different 

sterilization methods, and cooling rates. Both processing methods are comparable, however, 

there still needs to be further investigation on the micro- and nano- structures within 3D printed 

samples, which seem to be inherent in the FDM technology. The data shown throughout this 

investigation confirms that manipulation of printing parameters can result in an object with 

comparable material properties to that created through traditional manufacturing methods. 
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